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iTero
troubleshooting guide
Getting Started

Attach  
files here

!

        You cannot make changes to the case information, scanning order, defined preparation teeth or dentist information 

once the scan has started. This is a guided scan and therefore requires all the correct information before commencing. 

You can make changes to due dates, ‘Ship To’ lab info, restoration materials, shades and notes at any time before the scan 

is sent. 

Please write in the ‘Notes’ section any additional information related to this case. 

           For example:

           • Please make 2 sets of models and send to (insert address). 

           • Please make both adjacent teeth as preparation removable dies (or select ‘detatchable’ on the tooth chart.

           • Special instructions for the lab and any relevant information which may help to avoid any confusion 

           (eg. open bite to be maintained, only one arch was scanned, edentulous upper arch etc).  

The defined preparations will come as a removable die free of charge (select detatchable for any extras).

To start a new scan, click the RX icon, select 

‘Case Type’ from the drop down list and 

then fill in the required patient information.

!
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This is a Troubleshooting Guide only, please refer to the iTero / iOC User Manuals for basic scanner working knowledge.

!

!

!

!CaseType

Invisalign 
RX form

iTero 
RX form
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Use the Attachment icon in the bottom left corner of the RX form to attach any images, 

documents or company order forms that you would like sent with the case.

It is important to contact your chosen laboratory directly and communicate effectively with 

them if there are any changes to your request. 

Scanning the preparation
The initial scans of the preparation are critical to obtaining a 

good result. The initial occlusal scan will act as an anchor for 

all subsequent scans to stitch to. The first 5 guided scans of 

each defined preparation will then lock into place. 

Make sure:  

• You can see all the margins (tooth appears as a bullseye

in the occlusal shot).

• There is complete soft tissue retraction. Use a double 

cord technique for subgingival preparations and for all 

preparations within 1.5mm of the gingiva (very important).

• The field is dry.

It can be difficult to capture the contact points of the prepared 

teeth, however these are critical to obtaining a good fitting 

restoration. Experiment with the wand angle in order to 

capture all the required data.

        It is essential that there is no missing data (blue holes 

on the preparation itself or on the contact points. Always 

select ‘Add Scans’ to fill in this data before progressing to 

the next segment.

        Remember the image in the RHS ‘View’ panel 

DOES NOT need to be in focus. 

Distal Contact

!

!

Mesial Contact

Occlusal
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What happens after I  
press ‘send’?
Before you send your case, please check the information entered 

on the RX form is correct and add any notes that you think may 

be relevant to the case. Check that there is no missing data at 

critical areas on the preparation, contact points or the occlusal 

surfaces of the opposing teeth to a preparation. This will ensure 

that the digital model will accurately represent the patient’s 

mouth and you receive a great fitting restoration or aligner.

You can send the case by clicking either the envelope icon in the 

top menu bar or the ‘Send’ button at the bottom of the RHS View 

panel using your foot pedal. 

You must be connected to the internet in order to send your 

case. A confirmation box will appear so you can’t accidentally 

send a case. The case will be sent within a matter of seconds 

and the iTero program will automatically close.

For Invisalign cases, you will be notified with a message once the 

scan has gone through. If you do not see this message within 2 

minutes, try checking the strength of your internet connection.

Checking send progress
Open the Case Manager program from the desktop to view the 

progress of your cases. You can view, continue scanning or 

send any cases you are still working on. 

        All unsent cases will appear in the top section of the 

Case Manager program. 

        All cases which have been sent appear black in the 

lower section of the Case Manager and will be assigned a case ID.

Once sent, the electronic file will be processed by Cadent and 

either; the models will be milled and then delivered directly to 

your chosen lab or a digital file sent directly to Invisalign, unless 

specified otherwise in the ‘Notes’ section. 

        TIP: If cases are not sending, please check you have 

an adequate internet connection. 

        Your cases will be saved to your Case Manager for 60  

days (or until full) . If you are experiencing difficulties with the 

scanner or your internet connection, you can safely restart the 

iTero and reopen your scans from Case Manager at a later time.

!

!

!

!

Case ID Unsent Sent Sent + 
Unsent
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Getting Started

Using MyAligntech website
The Case Manager program will show if your cases have been sent and the expected due date. To see a more detailed 

description of the progress of your cases, you can track them using myAlignTech online. 

Step 1: Log in to www.mycadent.com. 

Step 2: Select ‘Orders List’ from the Orders menu tab.

Step 3: Select the date range and/or search for cases using 

the search bar. 

Step 4: Click on the blue hyperlink for more detail. 

        A ‘State’ of Completed means the models have been 

produced and are on the way to the lab. 

        A ‘State’ of Inactive means there is a query with the 

quality of the scan or it has been rejected. Core3dcentres  

customer support will contact you  regarding these issue 

when they arise. If you have not received notification and 

asked how you would like to proceed, please contact  

core3dcentres customer support.  

        If you notice a case has been stuck in one state for 

longer than a few days, please contact core3dcentres  

customer support.

!

!

!

Search
Bar

Orders list
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Viewing cases from a remote computer 

Step 1: Click on the ‘Support’ link at the bottom of the web page www.mycadent.com (aka www.myaligntech.com).

Step 2: Download the viewing software. For iOC / Invisalign cases select ‘OrthoCAD Installation Instructions’. For iTero 

Dental cases select ‘iTero Online Installation Instructions’.

Step 3: Log in to the myAligntech website using the email and password which was emailed to you when you initially 

registered as an iTero user. If you do not have this information, please contact Customer Support.

Step 4: Click on the blue hyperlink next to the patient name to view your case details.

Step 5: Click on the blue hyperlink ‘Open File’ or ‘Export’ to manage your digital model.

1.

2.

3.

4.

NB: If you are having trouble opening your file, please ensure the ‘State’ of the case is not ‘Inactive’ (contact Customer 

Support) or ‘Cadent Production’ (this can take up to 24 hours to be complete).

Support Select

iTero 
viewing 
software

OrthoCAD 
viewing 
software

Open file / Export 
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Time Taken to Scan
To view the time taken to complete your scan, click 

on ‘Menu’, then ‘File’ from the top menu bar, then ‘File 

Information’.

File Information

User Preferences
The case type, scanning order, licence number, shade 

system and hole filling mode can be preset to automatically 

populate on the RX form every time you start a new 

scan. Click on ‘Tools’ from the top menu bar then the 

‘Preferences’ tab.

        TIP: Select hidden as the ‘hole filling mode’ to 

ensure any missing data is clearly highlighted when  

viewing your processed scan. You will be able to add 

scans to any obvious critical areas missing data.

You can also choose your scanner options by clicking on 

‘Tools’ from the top menu bar then the ‘Scanner’ tab. 

It is recommended the ‘Still Time’ is set to the minimum 

value of 0.4 sec. This will reduce the occurrence of the 

“please retake scan” error which usually occurs as a result 

of movement during the still time (ie. as the image is being 

captured).

Tools0.40Scanner

Getting Started

ToolsPreferences

!
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iTero
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! For preparation scans, always ensure the dentition is charted correctly, this is a guided scan therefore  

requires the correct information

Always follow the instructions provided by the voice and visual prompts

Always ensure there is complete soft tissue retraction for preparations - the scanner can’t scan what it can’t see

Always keep the field dry, especially for the initial scans of the prepared tooth

Capture at least 2mm of gingiva proximal to CEJ

!

!

!

Problem
The images are not stitching together and appear in the 

top left corner of the screen.

Solution
Continue to follow the voice and visual prompts even 

if the images are not stitching. The scanner will guide 

you to take additional scans at the end of the scanning 

sequence if they are required. These will be free-form 

scans within that segment. For iOC and Invisalign users 

take the scan providing the missing link between the 

unregistered scans and the built model.

Step 1: Locate the last section of the model that 

successfully stitched (A).

Step 2: Scan the area immediately in front of this section 

ensuring there is an overlap of approximately half a 

tooth (B) (ie. the missing link).

Step 3: The images in the top left corner should now 

have enough overlapping data to stitch (C), if not take 

the same shot but from a different angle.

Step 4: Continue this process until all images have 

dropped down from the top left corner or until the model 

has sufficient data to move on to the next segment.

Use the red pedal to move using ‘NEXT’.

Note: If the images fail to stitch after multiple additional 

scans, select ‘Rescan Segment’ from the ‘Menu’ (red 

pedal). You will be asked to ‘Approve’ the deletion of all 

scans for that segment only.

B

A B

C

!
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Problem
Missing data at critical areas.

!

!

Problem
Missing data at interproximal areas.

Possible reasons: Tooth anatomy, alignment, not 

scanning at 45 degrees or lifting the wand tip during 

scanning.

Solution
        ALWAYS: Keep the wand tip in contact with 

        the dentition.

        Follow the arch form and remain at a 45 degree angle.

You can take additional scans at the completion of the 

scanning sequence to fill in any missing data. 

        TIP: If you take addional scans from a more facial 

aspect, you will capture more of the interproximal area.

        TIP: Make sure that if you slightly angle the wand to 

point mesially, that you angle the wand to also capture the 

distal aspect.

!

!

Solution
To capture the mesial and distal contact points of the 

preparation or around difficult corners, experiment with the 

angle of the wand. Keep part of the wand tip touching the 

teeth, and slightly lift the other end. This will direct the scan 

toward the mesial or distal surface of the adjacent tooth.

        TIP: The image in the ‘View’ panel DOES NOT need 

to be in focus!

        ALWAYS: Ensure there is no missing data anywhere 

on the prepared tooth or contact points. 

        Ensure there is no missing data on the occlusal 

surfaces of the opposing teeth to the preparation.  

        Review your scans for missing data before sending 

a case. If in doubt, select ‘Add Scans’ from the ‘View’ tab 

after the scanning sequence is complete.

!

!

View panel

!

!
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Adding Scans
Once you have scanned both arches, you have the option 

to take additional scans to fill in any areas of missing data. 

The processed image may seem like you have captured 

the complete image, however, the missing data may be 

‘filled in’ if you have selected ‘coloured’ as your hole filling 

mode. This may not represent the actual tooth morphology 

and this could result in an inaccurate bite registration and 

poorly fitting restorations.

        TIP: You can identify the ‘filled in’ data (C) as it 

will be a darker grey colour and have a very smooth 

appearance compared to actual tooth structure (D).

        TIP: Select ‘hidden’ as your hole filling mode from 

the tools menu bar.

        ALWAYS: Take additional scans of missing data at 

critical areas.

Filled in

Normal

C

D

!

F

Tips for anterior teeth
It can sometimes be difficult stitching the lingual and/or 

palatal scans to the buccal segment, especially at the 

cuspid (canine) teeth. This is usually because you have 

not captured enough of the incisal edge (incisal ridge) (E).

When taking buccal scans of anterior teeth:

• Remain at a 45 degree angle.

• Ensure that you capture the whole incisal surface.

        TIP: Take a more occlusal shot (especially of the 

cuspids) (F). This will ensure that the lingual and palatal 

segment scans have data points to stitch against (E).

        TIP: You can then take additional scans from a 

more facial angle if you need to capture more of the 

interproximal areas.

E

!

!

!

Filled in
C

Add scans

!
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!

!

Show

Checking Clearance
At the conclusion of the scanning sequence for a 

preparation and once the image has been processed, an 

occlusal clearance legend will appear. You can toggle this 

legend by clicking ‘Show’ (on the ‘View’ tab on the RHS 

View panel).

        TIP: You can make adjustments to any high points, 

even after scanning is completed.

This can be done in real-time, whilst the patient is in the 

chair and remains anaesthetised.

Simply delete the section of the scan which was adjusted 

and ‘Scan to Fill’ the newly prepared area (see “Deleting 

areas of the scan” on pg 11). Only the region inside the 

marked area will be required to be rescanned.

        TIP: Ensure that you delete the entire adjusted area 

because the surrounding data will remain fixed.

Arches and bite do not 
fit together

Possible cause: Instructions provided by the voice and 

visual prompts were not followed correctly and scans 

were taken of the wrong quadrant. 

        ALWAYS: Follow the instructions provided by the 

voice and visual prompts. Select ‘Rescan’ to delete 

unwanted quadrants.

        The wand tip should generally point distally to 

the segment you are scanning. Try to avoid flipping            

the wand when scanning the anterior teeth.

        Ensure there is sufficient data overlapping the 

centre line.

!

Rescan

!

!
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Scan to fill

Deleting areas of the scan
Once you have completed the scanning sequence and 

clicked ‘View’, there may be areas which you would like to 

delete and rescan.

Step 1: On the right hand side of the screen select ‘Eraser’. 

Step 2: Use the pencil (cursor) to outline the area you 

would like deleted.  

Step 3: Select ‘Mark’ and the selected area will disappear. 

Step 4: Select ‘Scan to fill’ and you will then be prompted 

to rescan the section. 

Step 5: Only the deleted section will be filled in.

Eraser

Mark

iTero
troubleshooting guide
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Edentulous spaces
The soft tissue of edentulous spaces often has fewer 

reference points used to stitch the scans together. To 

increase the successful stitching of your scans, follow 

these simple tips:

        

        Take a single occlusal scan capturing both adjacent 

teeth to the edentulous space.  

        

        Take a facial scan capturing the ridge of the space.

        

        Take an angled scan capturing both adjacent teeth 

and the edentulous space. This is useful when scanning 

large spaces.

If you continue to have difficulty stitching your scans, 

select ‘Rescan segment’ to start again.

!

!

!

Ridge

Out of focus

Occlusal Scan

Facial Scan

Angled Scan

iTero
troubleshooting guide
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Plotting a margin
Once the scan has been sent, Cadent will plot the margin of 

each defined preparation. If the margin is not clearly visible 

from the scan, the interpreted margin line may be inaccurate 

and result in poorly fitting restorations. 

To avoid any query of the correct margin, you can plot your 

own margin before sending the scan.

 

 

 

Step 1. Make sure the prepared tooth is ticked.

 

Step 2. Click on the tooth number itself to highlight the tooth 

(double highlight).

 

Step 3. Click on the ‘Edit’ button in the margin line view tab. 

 

Step 4. Use the curser to draw the margin line while rotating 

the digital model. Select ‘Control Points Mode’ if you would 

like to plot the margin using points rather than drawing a 

line, then right click to confirm the points.

 

        ALWAYS: Plot your own margin, especially if there 

could be any query of the correct margin line. This could 

save you days in processing time if your scan is rejected or 

if the lab needs to clarify a margin.

Tick

Edit, 
Control  
Points Mode 

Highlight 

!
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Other problems
 

Saliva or secretions on wand tip lens
Use a double-ended cotton tip, wet one end and keep the other end dry. First use the wet end to remove the secretions, 

then the dry end to clean the lens. It is critical the lens remain clean during scanning to avoid false images.

Poor soft tissue management
Complete soft tissue retraction is essential in order for the scanner to capture accurate images. 

        ALWAYS: Use retraction cord or other material / laser for subgingival and preparations within 1.5mm of the 

gingiva (very important). Unlike conventional impression material, digital imaging does not have the capability to push 

the gingiva away from the tooth. It is also essential that the field is kept dry, if this is not achieved you may be required 

to rescan the patient as you cannot add scans to any case that has already been sent.

Sensitive teeth and dry lips
There is a small amount of air flowing across the lens so that it remains free from condensation. Please keep this in 

mind for patients who have particularly sensitive teeth. If clinically appropriate, apply a sensitive toothpaste, mousse or 

cream in the days prior to the scan to reduce sensitivity. It is also suggested to monitor the dryness of their lips in order 

to maintain their comfort level. Applying vaseline to the lips can help in these cases.

Scans of the bite
These scans rest primarily on soft tissue so it is important to take these scans with care to avoid causing any unnecessary 

discomfort.

If you have any questions please refer to our 

FAQ on our website www.core3dcentres.com.au 

Contact customer support on 1300 551 831 or 

+61 2 8090 2124.

For additional training requirements, please 

refer to the core3daCADemy section on our 

website.

!

aCADemy

iTero
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! ALWAYS: Ensure the patient first and last name are filled in correctly as this information will be used to link the 

iTero scan to the doctors IDS account (Invisalign doctor site) 

ALWAYS: Ensure there is no large areas of missing data as incomplete scans may be rejected by Invisalign

ALWAYS: Take a full arch scan of both the upper and lower arches

ALWAYS: Follow the instructions provided by the voice and visual prompts

ALWAYS: Keep the field dry

!

!

!

!

Please read the iTero / iOC User Guide and iTero Troubleshooting Guides for basic scanner working knowledge.  

Full arch scans
Scan 1: Always begin a quadrant with a flat occlusal scan of the terminal tooth.

Scan 2: Roll 45 degrees onto the buccal of the terminal tooth, keeping the wand tip in contact with the dentition at all 

times. Ensure you capture all the margins and the distal end of the terminal tooth. 

Scan 3: Move along the dentition and capture scans in order to build a complete digital model on the screen. 

Ensure each scan has an overlap of at least half a tooth from the last scan that successfully stitched on to the model.

        ALWAYS: Remain at a 45 degree angle whilst scanning both the buccal and lingual segments.

        ALWAYS: Keep the wand tip in contact with the teeth and capture all the required data in the least number of shots.

        ALWAYS: Use the red pedal to move between segments using ‘Next’.

!

!

Scan 1 - Occlusal Scan 2 - Buccal 45
o

Scan 3

iOC / Invisalign

!
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Missing data
        ALWAYS: Ensure you have captured a complete scan of: 

gingival margin, terminal molars, undercuts, incisal edges, occlusal 

surfaces, interproximal spaces, marginal ridges and contact 

points.

        Please capture at least 2mm of gingiva proximal to the CEJ.

Several areas of missing data may compromise the overall fit and 

function of the aligners and may result in the scan being rejected.

Please refer to Invisalign Intra Oral Scanning Protocols for more 

details.

!

Excessive material 
        Excess material may result in rejection of the the 

scan. The accuracy of the digital model is essential to 

correctly fitting and functioning aligners. 

        Delete the part of the tooth with the excess material 

and ‘scan to fill’ the erased section (see page 11).

!

!

Hole Filling Mode
The processed Invisalign scan will automatically highlight 

any areas of missing data and excessive material with 

red circles. Select ‘Scan to Fill’ from the ‘View’ panel 

and you will be prompted to scan the first segment with 

any missing data. Select ‘Menu’ then ‘Next’ to move on 

to the next segment until all the missing data has been 

captured. 

        TIP: Invisalign recommend that you capture at 

least 2mm of gingiva proximal to CEJ. This will not be 

highlighted in red.

!
Scan to fill

iTero
troubleshooting guide
iOC / Invisalign
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If you have any queries relating to Invisalign cases 

please refer to the FAQ on the Invisalign website 

www.invisalign.com.au or contact Invisalign on 

+61 2 8920 1011 or support@invisalign.com.au
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‘Walking the Wand’ – for efficient scanning 

        TIP: Try “Walking the Wand” along the dentition by slightly angling the wand tip to point distally, then mesially, 

then distally etc. This will allow you to capture the difficult interproximal areas as well as around any corners during the 

initial scans. This will reduce the total number of scans required to fill in any missing data.  

iOC / Invisalign

!

1. 2.

3. 4.
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